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Abstract (300 words):
Post-COVID recovery will largely be an urban phenomenon and, on both sides of the Atlantic, recovery initiatives are underway. Here I consider the potential contribution of landscape architecture to building-back-better cities as part of the urban recovery.

In the US, formulation of the Green New Deal strictly preceded the pandemic but brings-forth a hitherto broadly-conceptual vision of equity and decarbonization that resonates with the post-COVID agenda of greenspace access and carbon-responsibility. In the UK, the Green Industrial Revolution offers a ten-point governmental plan for action. While, in the US, landscape architecture is formulating a recovery-response led by the academy via the Green New Deal Superstudio, in the UK, the clearest rejoinder has been from the Landscape Institute, the profession’s professional body. The Institute’s position-paper extends the landscape-content of the original government plan – such as renewable energy planning and landscape-asset protection – to highlight the recovery-role of urban greenspaces.

In this paper, I take a critical-look at the issues to be addressed by landscape architecture if it is to best-contribute to post-COVID recovery in the US and the UK. The piece touches upon the following three key, and inter-related, themes: democratization and humanization of landscape architectural production across scales; the need for synergy
between critical theory and speculation, and instrumental theory and practice; and the near-historical missteps related to the conception of resilient-design of greenspaces and infrastructure.
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